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NFT Overview
Non fungible Tokens abbreviated as NFT are
cryptographic tokens that represent one-of-akind assets. Within a blockchain network, they

Store

Buy
NFT

serve as verifiable evidence of validity and
ownership.Since NFTs are not replaceable, they
generate scarcity in the digital realm.
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Market Size
$338M

$12.9M

64,485

478.8K Ethereum

$
Market Capitalization of
Transactions

Total Sales Involving
NFT in the Art segment

$1 Billion

Number of transactions
in the Art segment

4,365,577 sales

Cryptopunks is one of
the inspirations for the
ERC-721 standard

$439.68k

$
End of August 2021 NFT
Sales Tapped All-Time High

One of the top collection
in NFT's is Axie Infinity

NBA Topshot is having best NFT's
in sports industry with Volume

Application Scenarios
With the boom decentralization, NFT’s day by day has gained wide range of applicability and feasibility
into different sectors and industries while getting hyped from Millennials and Gen Z individuals.
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NFT Marketplace
Platforms where NFTs can be stored, published, exchanged, and in certain instances minted also are
regarded as marketplaces.
Create listings
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Searching for Items
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Features of
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Extensive Scalability

Higher Level of Security

Our platform handles a large
number of users effortlessly.

Build with the latest security
protocols to keep every
transaction safe and
tamperfree.

Seamless UI/UX

Customizable

An easy to use platform not
just for techies, but everyone.

Make your marketplace truly
yours by customising it your
way.

Transparent Pricing Model

Standardization

Your requirement and our
analysis to deliver the best in
least possible time. Nothing
else.

We deliver an NFT marketplace
that is complacent to the top
industry standards.

Cutting Edge Security Features
The network security layer monitors and filters
incoming and outgoing network traffic based on
previously defined security rules within the platform.

Firewall Setup
AES Encryption

Security OAuth tokens
An additional layer of protection used to ensure
that persons attempting to access an online
account are who they claim to be

Users have a safety net against data
theft thanks to an advanced encryption
standard.

Existing personally identifying information (PII) - Using email
eliminates the need for your consumers to supply new PII
such as personal information, ensuring privacy and reliability.

Database Backup Weekly-Monthly
The Service lifecycle process and keeps track of
modifications in a separate section of the database and
adds them to the relevant file at the conclusion of the
operation at regular intervals.

2FA via Email

Project 1: Marketplace for artists and musicians
Summary
The NFT marketplace allows independent artists and
musicians to list their work on the marketplace and earn
when it is sold or auctioned.
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Case Studies

Key outcomes
Unique sneak peek feature of the storefront that builds
interest of the users
Royalty additions to make assets truly valuable and lifelong.
Quick user support and responsive UI wins the trust of

Project 2: Marketplace for sports collectibles

the users

Summary
A NFT marketplace that allows sports enthusiasts to own
moments of their favorite personalities and trade them.
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Key outcomes
Timely airdrops of various sports moments increase userbase and popularity among fans.
Collections of unpopular sports or games to create
awareness about it
Communities to connect with fans and find top
collectors

MetaMask Wallet Integration
MetaMask is a software cryptocurrency wallet used to interact with the Ethereum blockchain. It
allows users to access their Ethereum wallet through a browser extension or mobile app, which can
then be used to interact with decentralized applications.

BSC
Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is a blockchain network built for running smart contract-based
applications. BSC runs in parallel with Binance’s native Binance Chain (BC), which allows users to
get the best of both worlds: the high transaction capacity of BC and the smart contract
functionality of BSC.

Distinctive Characteristics
Nftiz provides seamless platform experience to your customers and delivers best-in- class features
with fully customizable option for platform owners.

Mint/Store NFTs

List Collections

Email Notifications

Buy/Sell NFTs

User NFTs

On Sale

Fixed Sale for NFTs

Engage with Collaborators

Most Viewed

Auction NFTs

Royalty for Creators

On Auction

Unlockable NFTs

Royalty for Collaborators

Recently Added

Multi Wallet Support

Transfer NFTs

Quick User Support

Various Blockchain Support

User Earnings

Fully Featured Admin Dashboard
Manage your NFT marketplace's end-to-end functionality from the marketplace's simple, userfriendly and detailed enrich administrative interface.

Comprehensive User Analytics

Compose Newsletter

Govern NFT Sales and Auctions

Email Notification

User Administration

Category Management

NFT Supervision and Management

Manage CMS Content

Commission Regularization

Edit Profile

Handle Newsletter Email

Redeem/Payoff Earning

Client Reviews

Maria Popova

Sacha Christe

Idiris Yunis

I wanted a quick solution that would

The team was able to discuss the

I'm really impressed by the

go live in a matter of days. NFTIZ

ideas and features effectively. They

marketplace that was delivered to

marketplace solution was the

know what suits best for their clients.

us. It looks awesome and it's just

optimum choice.

what we expected.

Structure & Design

Libraries

Front-end

Infrastructure

Tech
Stack

Wallet Integration

Back-end

Framework

Language

Data Storage

NFTIZ Pricing Model
BASIC

INTERMEDIATE

ADVANCE

Blockchain Support

BSC Blockchain Support

2 Blockchain Support

4 Blockchain Support

Wallet Intergration

Metamask Wallet

2 Wallets

4 Wallets

Marketplace Features

CUSTOM

Collected Item, Created Item
Activity Tracker
Category Management
Royalty Percentage

NA

Hidden Item, Favorite Item

NA

Collaborators

NA

Followers / Following

NA

Ticketing Support System

NA

Customer Service Chat

NA

Timer Based Auctions

NA

NA

Packet Drops

NA

NA

Let's Connect
Over a Call

About Yudiz
Yudiz Solutions is recognized as an eminent company in the software industry that offers the best in class
digital solutions and impressive services that stands out globally. With our agile, collaborative approach, we
have provided tailored domain-specific IT solutions that have successfully resolved different business issues.
Our deep expertise in mobile app development, game development, Blockchain, AR/ VR, and web development
has helped us retain numerous clients for years.

Our Clients

Numbers We Love
12+ experience

300+ employees

80% repeated
clients

projects
2750+ successful

years of

GET IN TOUCH WITH US

contact@nftiz.biz
+91 9033975375

